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No-me Appointed Agent for ROTOCONTROL in
Scandinavia
ROTOCONTROL joins No-me to meet Danish printers at the Danish Flexo Forum March 30-31.

LINAU, Germany (March 7, 2017) – ROTOCONTROL, a manufacturer of leading-edge label
slitter/rewinder inspection and finishing machines has named Nordic Media (No-me) as its local
agent for Denmark, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. Marco Aengenvoort, managing director of
ROTOCONTROL will join Glenn Büttner, owner of No-me March 30-31 to meet local flexographic
printers at the Danish Flexo Forum.
No-me brings over 30 years sales experience of products for the label and packaging printing and
plastics industries, with a focus on flexo, letterpress, and pad printing,
in addition to plastic extrusion. Büttner’s educational backgrond is in
the field of graphic design.
“ROTOCONTROL is known for providing high-quality, innovative
machines with advanced print and finishing customization capabilities
as stand-alone or integrated in-line with presses and other equipment,”
comments Büttner. “Their close proximity (Hamburg, Germany) is also
advantageous for Scandinavian customer demonstrations and support.
We are pleased to be appointed as the local agent for
Glenn Büttner, owner of No-me
ROTOCONTROL and look forward to joint meetings with leading
Danish printers at the Dansk Flexo Forum.”
No-me has built an impressive partner portfolio of Glunz & Jensen, Asahi Photopolymer, GKS
International, Jet Europe, and SPG Prints, and was recently appointed as the agent for Bobst and
Polywest.
Founded in 1988, the Danish Flexo Forum (www.danskflexoforum.dk) is an industry association
with about 170 members in 75 companies representing a wide range of different branches of
printers and suppliers within the flexo industry. The aim of the association is to jointly promote its
members’ position and capabilities within the industry through high level courses and seminars.
Contact:
No-Me Nordic Media
(+45) 31 64 00 01
glenn@no-me.dk
www.no-me.dk
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About ROTOCONTROL GmbH
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines for label inspection,
slitting, rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed labels, for converters in the
narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers machines from smaller basic
rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple options featuring S-Drive servo
technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and foil materials.
Headquartered in Linau (near Hamburg, Germany), ROTOCONTROL maintains the highest level of
product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility with a focus on operator safety
and efficiency. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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